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Introduction

Scope of Software System

This data collection software system consists of two main parts “

1) a handheld data collection program that collects all the numerical and textual data that is
comprises the Timber Emphasis portion of the provincial inventory.  It also provides edit
checking/validation functionality.

2) a PC program that transfers the data between the handheld and PC, creates a backup file,
and creates a translated file for the Ministry of Forests inventory database program.  In addition
the PC program has a validation function that can be used as a final check for edits before final
submission to the MoF.

The system is designed to collect data representing the following data cards:

Header Card Header CH, 1
Compass Card Header CP, 2
Cluster Layout Header CL, 3
Tree Details Plot TD, 8
Tree Loss Indicators Plot TL, 9
Small Tree, Stump and
Site Tree Data

Plot TS, 10

Auxiliary Plot Card Plot TA, 11

The handheld program is designed to run on the Husky FS series handhelds, but will also run on
the Hewlett-Packard Palmtop.

How to use this Tutorial Guide

This tutorial is strictly an example of entering data for a plot cluster and will not encompass all
the different data collection situations you will encounter.  It is a quick way to get accustomed to
the ”look and feel’ and navigation of the software.  This tutorial is most effective when used with
the TIMVEG manual.  In fact, I suggest having the TIMVEG handheld manual on the table as
you proceed with this tutorial. Turn to page 24 of the TIMVEG manual to the section titled  ”IV
Program Operation “  Starting a New Cruise Sample’.  The manual gives a more detailed and
graphical explanation of the different screens and navigation and includes some great tips and
hints as to features that can speed up your data collection process in section 3.

The first few pages of this tutorial, section I, consists of the critical reference materials you will
need to refer to throughout the tutorial.  This includes the map menu and keyboard layout.

The TIMVEG handheld program when first installed comes with certain defaults for the
appearance of quick key pop help screens and the cursor jump order.  The tutorial utilizes these
same defaults as if you have just downloaded and installed the system onto your handheld.  You
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may have changed these defaults if you have used the handheld before this tutorial.  So you
may see slightly different quick key pop screens from what appears in this tutorial.
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I. Reference Materials

1. Husky FS/3 keyboard
2. HP Palmtop keyboard
3. Menu Map

(following pages)
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B. Husky FS/3 Keyboard
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HELP   JUMP   TOOL  NOTE                                                         PGDN  PGUP

 NOTE   TOOL

TREE        GRD    LOSS   DMG     WL       BTOP    SITET  SUMRY  SMAP

LOG 1  LOG2    LOG3   LOG4  LOG5     LOG6    LOG7

  SP        DBH       BRK     LEN      CC      CRHT                LOG 8   LOG9

NOTEPAD
[F4]

PGDN = F9
PGUP = F10

JUMP cursor directly to field
using [F2] JUMP, then[Item
Key]
Active only in:
1) Tree screen
2) Stem map screen
3) Log Grade screen

GOTO DATA GROUP
When in the Tree Level GOTO data group window
with [Shift]+[Group Key]
or,  Press [ESC]ape
or, Press [F9] or [F10]

TOOLS
Press [F3]
1) Navigate quickly between several trees
2) Slope Calculator
3) Borderline Tree calc
4) 100 Random numbers
5) Procedures “  splitting plots

  - butt rot guide table
6) Delete tree toggle

Not yet implemented

HELP [F1]
• Pops Quick Keys,
• Code lists
• Pops Calculator

when in ”f’ field

C. HP Palmtop keyboard
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A note about keyboards

Sticky Shift
Unlike a PC keyboard you do not have to hold down the JUMP key while pressing
another key to move the cursor;  instead all you have to do is press the JUMP, then
press the target key.

When you press the [JUMP] key, [F2] a diagram of the active item keys appears on the
display for reference.  Once you have memorized the available keys you will not have
to look at the display “  you should be able to press the JUMP, followed by the desired
key.

Keyboard Templates.

A pop-over keyboard template with labeled keys is available for the HP.  A pop-over
keyboard template is not available for the Husky because of the limited spacing
between the keys.  Instead a plasticized diagram is available for reference.
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Small tree header
&

Tally data

CH Header
CP (compass) header
CL (cluster layout) header

Cruise  header
Cluster Plots
Stump Plot
Small Tree Plot

Plot Header
IPC sample plot

North plot
East plot

South plot
West plot

Plot Notepads

       QUICK KEY  [ESC] +
1 TREE DATA                    6 BROKEN TOP
2 LOG GRADES                7 STEM MAP
3 DAMAGE AGENTS         8 SITE TREE
4 LOSS INDICATORS
5 WILDLIFE

Stump plot header & detail

6 pages
Notepad
Access
Notepad

4  pages
Notepad

2 Page
Notepad
Wildlife Notepad

EDIT SITE TREE DATA
CREATE THIS AS TLSROX
REMOVE THIS AS TLSROX
FIND TOP HT TREE
FIND PLOT LEADING SP
RANDOM  NUMBERS

OLD VRI PLOT
NEW VRI PLOT
CONFIG
DELETE
MAINMENU

QUICK KEYS
LOOKUPS
EDIT CHECKS
DEFAULTS
JUMP ORDER
CANNED NOTES
HELP OPTIONS
EDIT
PROCEDURES
HARDWARE

QUICK KEY HELP

DATA ENTRY
TRANSFER
PRINT
QUIT

D. Menu Map
Menu Map



Note
in order to ensure the project number is 1 instead of 1000
the leading zeros need to be typed in before the ”1’

II. Starting TIMVEG

If your handheld has been preloaded with TIMVEG you should be all set to start.  Normally, the
TIMVEG software is installed in the following directories, dependent on the handheld:

P For the HUSKY FS/3 C:\VRI\
P For the HP Palmtop LX A:\VRI\

To start the program use DOS commands to place the cursor in the appropriate directory (as shown
above).  Then, type VRI and press [ENTER] to start the program.

III. Doing a New Plot Sample - Creating a new plot

The first menu of the TIMVEG program has three options (not including QUIT)

To begin the TIMVEG data
entry program press the
letter D.

The New-Old Menu appears:

1) Start a new plot
cluster -  use arrow
keys to highlight
”NEW VRI PLOT’

2) Press [ENTER]

1) Enter the Project
name as MINE.

2) Enter the Sample
number 0001.
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Note
[ENTER] moves the cursor around the entire screen making editing quick and easy.

3) When the cursor enters the INTENT field a pop select box appears.  Highlight Orig (for original)
using xw arrow keys, then [ENTER] to select

4) A measure # is required “  enter a ”1’

5) Enter the measure date.

The month field is a ”pop list’ or a list of months.  Use the arrow keys to highlight JUL and select
with [ENTER]

6) Save? -  this also is a Yes No
toggle.  Select Yes and the
Project number is created.

The Plot Cluster Menu Appears

The menu selection is moved
highlight using arrow keys.

The 3 project header areas are on the right side of the menu.

Note:  There is no absolute requirement to do the headers first.

1) Select the CH Header area by highlighting and pressing [ENTER]

A. Project Headers and Notes

q CH Card 1 Header Pages

Page 1 of 3 CH header pages appears.  A page 4 and 5 also exists to serve as a reminder to create
Header and Access Notes.

The Project number information that you originally entered appears in the top line.
1) [ENTER] to until the cursor moves into the first Crew Initial field.
2) Type in the crew initials of DAH and KDI for the first two crew names.

What to expect - You will:
• move between header pages
• use notepads for general and access notes
• enter photograph information
• learn about validation edit messages
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Note -  to PGDN:
Husky = PGDN button
HP Palmtop = [F9]

Note:
there is a ”reminder’ on the screen of
what Data IN or OUT means.
YES= plot is in polygon NO=plot is out of
polygon.

CH - PAGE 1

3) Omit the Polygon ID for now
4) Page Down to the next page

CH “  PAGE 2
1) Enter KEN ILERS for Tree Field Responsibility,
then [ENTER].
2) Skip the rest of the information on the page for
now.
3) PGDN to the next page

CH - PAGE 3
The plot cluster record consists of a series of
selection boxes.

1) Select YES for: I, E, and W plots and NO for
the others.

2) Select YES for Typical Trees
3) Select dash ”-” for Typical ECO (TIMVEG
does not cover ECO info at this time.
4) PGDN for the next page “  Ground Photos

The Ground Photos page is a bit tricky.  The key to this page is that every item is run by a menu
system (must use the arrow keys to highlight your selection).
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Note - Navigation of Ground Photos:
wx keys to move highlight to Photo
type in top framed box
u v keys to highlight selection at
bottom framed menu box

CH - PAGE 4

Add a note about a PLOT PIN PHOTO by:

1) Use the w or x arrow to highlight PLOT PIN

2) Use the u or v to highlight Y/N (Yes or No)

3) Press [ENTER] key to toggle the Y/N on the Plot pin line.
Make sure the DONE column for Plot Pin is toggled to Y.

4) Use the u key to highlight Note on the bottom menu.
5) [ENTER] to get into notepad.

6) Type ”R4-8’ in the plot notepad
7) [ESC]ape to leave notepad and return

to Ground Photo Page 4

Add an ADDITIONAL Photo  by:

1) Use the u or v to highlight Add
2) Press [ENTER] to pop selection

box
3) Select Additional using arrow keys

and [ENTER]
4) Use the u key to highlight Y/N on

the bottom menu.
5) [ENTER] to toggle yes
6) Use the u to highlight Note
7) [ENTER] to get into notepad

8) Type ”DRN? R4-10’ in the plot note
9) [ESC]ape to leave notepad “  the notes

are stored and you are returned to
Ground Photo Page 4

10) Page Down to the next page
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Note:  The NOTES KEY = [F4]
You can write an unlimited number of notes in the notepad.  However,
the notepad is a simple data entry tool; it is not a word processor.  It
does not word wrap.
• The only way to delete is to use the [SPACE] key to type over

characters.
• Add new lines of notes to a notepad by pressing x, down arrow.

Note: More about NOTEPADS
The notes are stored upon [ESC]aping a
notepad.  You can re-enter the notepad at any
time when in  any header card pages or when in
the plot by pressing the NOTES key [F4].
You can also create pre written lines for
automatic insertion into a notepad (see manual
for more info on this feature).

The next page is not really a page; it is a reminder that you can write NOTES in the notepad by
pressing the NOTES KEY

Entering NOTES into a Notepad

1) Press [F4] to enter the CH Header Notepad.
2) Now type in the following note “

”NO TAG FOR T.P.’
3) Press [ESC]ape to exit the notepad

You are returned to the Header
Card Notes reminder page

4) Press Page Down “
The reminder for ACCESS NOTES
appears

To create access notes:

5) Press [F4]

The ACCESS NOTEPAD APPEARS “
6) Type in the information shown in the

example on the right and [ESC]ape
when done.

You are returned to the ACESS NOTES Reminder page.

At this point all the CH Header Pages are done.  Pressing Page Down returns you to Page 1 and the
Page cycle continues with Page Down and Page Up.
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Note:
Each edit check allows
you three options:
• Edit the error or

omission
• Skip the individual

edit check
• Skip all validation

(and exit the area)

Validation “  Edit Checks

1) Press [ESC] to exit the CH Header card pages.
Upon exiting various areas on the TIMVEG program validation will start.  You can bypass or skip
almost every edit check in TIMVEG.

A validation
confirmation
message
asks if you
want to
validate the
data.

2) Press ”Y’ or use the arrow key to highlight Yes and
then press [ENTER].

The first error message you encounter is shown on the
left.

3) Either press the #7 or [ENTER] to tend to the error.

Note: - Reasons for skipping an edit checks?

1. You may have actual measurements that are outside of  the validation rules.  This
allows you to keep the data and talk to auditors or MoF personnel to discuss the
situation.

2. You may not have the information available until you get to the office.  Editing or
additions can be done later in the handheld, or some items can be edited in the
TIMVEG PC program before sending the final electronic data file to the MoF.

3. You may be taking company specific custom data.  If this is the case a data file
can still be created in the PC program that can be imported into spreadsheets or
other databases.
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Note:
from this menu
you can access
all areas of the
plot cluster.

You are taken to the page where the error can be addressed.   In this case the error is that the Tree
Field Check by (name) and date are not entered.

4) Enter a name

5) Type in the year, select a month from
the pick list, and enter a day.

The Date Field format is shown immediately
above the cursor YYYY/MM/dd.

6) Press [ESC]ape to exit the CH Header Pages

Again the Validation Confirmation message appears.

7) Enter ”Y’

All validation for the CH Header
pages is passed.

8) Pressing any key returns to
the Plot Cluster Menu

q CP Header Pages

9) Select the Compass Card Page area by highlighting, then [ENTER].

All header pages are navigated in the same way “  Page Up, Page Down
with reminders for NOTEPADS appearing as the last page(s).  Notes can be
accessed at any time via [F4]
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Note:
For information on how
to set up ”Quick Keys’
see the TIMVEG
manual.

CP -  PAGE 1

1) Enter the information for the first 8
items shown on the right example.

2) [ENTER] to advance cursor to
Species.

When the cursor enters the Reference
Tree Tie Point Species a ”Quick Key’
species selection box appears

You can either press a numeric quick key to have a
species code entered, or you can manually enter a
species code using alpha keys.

3) Press the number 8 to insert ”BL’

4) Finish entering  the rest of the information shown
on the left.

5) Press Page Down to go to CP Page 2

CP “  PAGE 2

6) Move the cursor to Access Point Location and
type in the example data shown on the left. (use
ENTER to move)

7) Page Down to Page 3

8) Enter Azimuth, Dist, Declination, and Scale as
shown below.

CP “  PAGE 3
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9) Press PG Down

All the CP pages have been accessed.  Page Up or Page Down cycles through the CP pages.

10) [ESC]ape to
leave the CP
Pages

11) Press [Y] to start validation.

Note that the absence of the TP Tree Tag  number
is missing.  In this case we are assuming that there
is no tree tag so a note should be entered in the
notepad.

12) [ENTER] to edit

13) Press [F4] to enter CP NOTEPAD

14) Add a note stating that there is no Tree Tag
for the TP.

15) [ESC] twice
16) [Y] to do validation
17) ”4’ to skip the edit

You have finished the CP Pages.

q CL Header Pages

The Plot Cluster Menu Appears

1) Access the CL Header Pages by
highlighting CL and [ENTER]
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The CL Header Pages consists
of only 1 page.  However,  a CL
Header NOTEPAD is available if
needed.

2) Enter the data as shown in
the example on the right.

3) [ESC]ape to leave CL
Pages

4) Y to validate
5) Any key to return to Plot Cluster Menu

TREE DATA

1) To take Plot Cluster
data highlight
CLUSTER PLOTS
then [ENTER]

B. Plot Headers

What to expect - You will:
• Fill out the plot header information (plot size, type, and location)
• Quickly check the plot cluster record (from CH Header Card)
• Quickly access all Plot Notepads
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The main Plot Cluster sub menu allows you to enter the
Plot and Header information (for IPC and Aux plots).

Right column - Header information and extra info.
Left column - Plot data for IPC and Aux plots.

PLOT CLUSTER RECORD
1) Highlight PLOT CLUSTER and [ENTER].

We do not need to make any changes so,
[ESC]ape to return to the previous menu.

VP OR FIXED PLOT
2) Select PLOT SIZE (BAF)

3) Select VARIABLE PLOT

A pick list of BAFs appears.
4) Use w and x to highlight 9.0, then [ENTER] to select.

The resulting screen appears:

Note
The Plot cluster record from the CH
Header pages is available for viewing
and updating.  If it is determined that a
plot is out of the polygon you can toggle
it to NO from this area; instead of
[ESC]aping back to the CH Header part
of the program.

Note:
The PRFc and DIOPTER
are automatically prefilled
and used by the IN/OUT
borderline calculator.
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 Note:
This warning can be
ignored unless you have
changed the BAF after
entering tree data in a
plot.   IN/OUT borderline
calculations are done for
all trees.  If the BAF is
changed each tree
calculation must redone.

The date is automatically inserted.  However, you can change the date at any
time.  Edit the date to match what is shown in this example.

5) When done, [ESC]ape to return to the Plot Cluster Sub Menu.

This warning message box
appears and can be ignored.

6) Press [ENTER] to continue

7) Select PLOT LOCATION

PLOT LOCATION

Diagram of PLOT LOCATION

Pop Select Boxes appear for SIZE and TYPE

The PLOT LOCATION screen
allows you to toggle whether each of the plots in the plot cluster are Split (SIZE) and the
reason (TYPE)  for splitting.  As well if the plot is split, the Azimuth can be entered.  In
addition PIN info for each plot is entered in this screen.
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Note:
The Plot NOTES menu provides one easy way access
to the plot notepads.   In this example the North and
South Aux plot notepads are not accessible because
they are ”OUT of the POLYGON’.  This is signified
through the use of the brackets ().

The notepads are identical to the NOTEPADS used in
the Header Pages

9) Enter the information in the Plot Location Screen to match the example

In this example there are two ”out of
polygon– plots.  The ”in plots– are IPC,
EAST, WEST as noted in the plot cluster
record.

10) [ESC] to return to the previous
menu

PLOT NOTES

Plot notepads are available when you
are on the tree screens in the plot by
pressing [F4].  The notepads are also
available in the PLOT CLUSTER sub menu.

11) Select PLOT NOTES

We will not enter any plot notes at this time.

12) [ESC]ape to return to the previous menu

Note:
to move the cursor you can either
use the u arrow key or [ENTER].

[ENTER] will pop the pick list
menus as the cursor enters a pick
list field.  Highlight the desired
pick list selection, then [ENTER]
to select. Or, press + or “  keys to
change the toggle value
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C. ENTERING PLOT DATA

q Tree Screen

From the Plot Cluster sub menu highlight IPC,
then [ENTER].

The Tree Screen Appears

The Tree screen above  shows that you are on tree#1 with the cursor in the Species code field.
The ”box’ with the double white line on the right represents a ”quick key’ data entry feature.

Excellent explanation of tree screen and features in TIMVEG manual:  Section IV “  Program
Operation.  You may want to refer to the segment within the section describing the Tree Screen.

What to expect - You will:
• Enter data on 5 or 6 trees in the IPC plot
• Determine when calculator tools are available
• IN/OUT calculator to determine an OUT tree
• Remaining Bark% calculator
• Create a Top, Leading, and Random Site Tree
• Learn about Quick keys and how to turn them off
• Make Plot notes in the PLOT NOTEPAD
• Access HELP code lists

Note:
The Handheld assigns tree numbers sequentially.  You will have to
mark the trees according to the number assigned in the handheld.
However,  there is a way to assign ”out of plot ”99’ number
sequence trees.
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Quick Keys
A ”Quick Key’ Pop Box is a tool that can greatly speed up your data entry.
We have supplied the software so that some of these ”Quick Key’ boxes appear as the cursor enters a
designated field.  The only drawback to having the quick key boxes appear is that they take up some
screen space (temporarily) and may hide information you would like to see.  You can turn these boxes
OFF if you like once you become familiar with the codes.

Diagram - Tree Screen with
available Quick Key Pop-ups.

The quick key box is
comprised of numbers and
an associated code
assigned to that number.

For example, on the far
upper left is the tree species
code quick key box.  The
square arrangement of the
numbers represents the
number pad.  Pressing the
number 8 inserts the ”BL’
code into the species field.

In another example - on the
bottom left the Live Dead
quick key box is shown.
For Live, Standing, Dead,
Fallen we have assigned
the ”7’ key to represent LS

(live standing).

The diagram above shows the Quick Key boxes that will probably appear the first time you use the
TIMVEG program.  Each box pops up as the cursor enters the appropriate field.

The ”7’ key is considered a ”GO’ key of sorts.  The 7, being the easiest to reach on both the HP and
Husky handheld is used for the most commonly used code.  For example the 7 represents “  Live
Standing, Measured, and Dominant.  The 4, 1, and 0 keys are located immediately below the 7 key for
convenience “  making these easy to remember.

Note “  Main points about Quick Keys
• You can still enter the codes manually via the alpha keys.
• The ”7’ key is considered the ”GO’ key for most of the codes
• You can change the quick key code assignments yourself
• You can toggle the quick key boxes OFF or ON permanently via the TOOLS key or

temporarily with the [ESC]ape key.
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You will enter the following tree data for Tree #1 as shown in the example.

1) With the cursor in the Species field, press 8
to insert BL.

2) Press 7 to insert LS

3) type 105.5 for DBH (use the decimal or
period key).

4) Press 7 for Measured

Remaining Bark %.

5) On the Husky press the [DEL]ete key to get the double dash --.  This is the easiest way to get a
dash on the Husky.  On the HP you can press either the dash/minus key twice, or you can press
the [Del] key.

6) Enter 29.6 for Len
7) Press 7 for Measured code
8) Press 7 for Dominant code
9) Type either 06 or 6 for crown height.  If you use the 6, [ENTER] must be pressed after the 6.

You have entered the first tree “  at least the basic data.  We will now begin the 2nd tree.  But, first we
should mention the value of the function keys F1 thru F4.

The following keys are active in the Tree Screen.
[F1] = HELP & Calculators • pop code lists

• toggle to temporarily turn ON/OFF quick key
pop boxes.

• Calculators in ”f’ marked fields
[F2] = JUMP this is like a shift key allowing you to ”jump’  the

cursor to a different field on the screen.  This is
sometimes quicker than using the [ENTER]
key.

[F3] = TOOL • Delete a Tree
• Slope Calculator
• Random numbers
• Split plot procedures
• Butt Rot table
• Move to First or Last Tree in plot
• Borderline Tree Calculator (doesn…t store

calc)

Note: about the DEL key
the [DEL] key is always used to create a dash code “  usually in any place you would have
used a dash on the field card with pencil.  The HP allows you to use either the dash/minus
key or the [DEL] key.
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Code Lists [F1]
You can scroll down to see more
codes.  And you can select a code
and have it inserted into the field by
highlighting, the [ENTER]. Code
lists are available for most other
fields like Loss Indicators, Damage
Agents, and Wildlife.

Remaining Bark % calculator
Note that the dbh is inserted into the top line.  Several measurements of missing bark
can be entered.  The calculator totals them and determines the % of remaining bark.
All this info appears within the calculator.  Upon Escaping the % figure is entered into
the BK% field.  Note the actual measurements of missing bark are not stored.  You
can also enter the BK% figure directly without using the Calculator.

• Configure Quick Keys Pop Boxes and code
assignments

[F4] = PLOT NOTEPAD Take unlimited notes at almost any time in plot

10) Press [x] to go to create tree #2
With the cursor in the SPP field you can see the entire species code list via the HELP key.
11) Press [F1] HELP.

The entire species code list appears.

12) Press [ESC]ape to unpop list

13) Press 8 to insert BL
14) Press 7 for LS code
15) enter 51.2 for diameter
16) Press 7 for Meas code

Now we will  use the bark %
calculator.

17) With the cursor in the BK% field
press [F1].

The Calculator box appears.

Note: Calculator Help
• Calculators are available using the [F1] Help key when the cursor is in a field

marked with an ”f’.
• In the tree screen calculators are available for IN/OUT determination, remaining

Bark %, Length and Crown Ht.
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Note: Height calculator
the LEN field is denoted with an ”f’
signifying the availability of a calculator.
• The calculator does not have to be

used.
• The distance and angle

measurements are not stored.
• Both the len and crown ht calcs can be

done at the same time.

18) [ENTER] to move cursor to first missing bark
measurement.

19) type in .5 (use decimal or period).
20) [ENTER]
21) type 4.0

Note the total cm and remaining bark% is being calculated and shown above the measurements

22) [ESC]ape
The calculator disappears and the calculated % figure appears in the BK% field.

23) [ENTER] moves cursor to LEN
24) Type 24.4
25) Press 7 for Measure
26) 4 for Co-dom
27) 08 for Crown Ht.

Begin Tree 3
28) [x] to advance to next new tree
29) Using the alpha keys type BA for species code.
30) press 7 for LS
31) enter 46.1 for dbh
32) press 7 for Meas
33) [DEL] key for “  BK %

We are now going to use the tree
height calculator to calculate both
the tree and crown height.

The Height calculator

34) With the cursor in the LEN field press [F1] HELP. -
the height calculator box appears.

35) Enter the above % angle measurements and
distance measurements for both the Top and
crown heights.  Use [ENTER] to move
around the box.

Note the LEN calculations appear in the right
column.

36) Press [ESC]ape to clear the calculator

Note:
 If the species code you want does not appear in the
quick key box you can always type the desired code
using the keyboard.
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Note:
In normal field operation it is
common procedure to enter
the Species LS and dbh for
all trees in the plot before
taking more detailed data.
The trees that are
considered borderline
candidates can than have
the borderline IN/OUT
calculation run on them.

The LEN and Crown Ht. calculations are placed
in their respective fields.  To finish the tree:

37) [ENTER] to move cursor
38) 7 for Measure
39) 7 for Dominant
40) [x] for new tree

The next tree, Tree #4 will be a tree that will be determined to be out of the prism sweep.  We will use
the IN/OUT calculator to assist.

Tree 4
41) With the cursor in Species press [8] for BL
42) 7 for LS

With the cursor in DBH you have two choices:
1) Press [F1] HELP, or
2) Enter the diam, move the cursor back into the DBH field, then press [F1] HELP

The IN/OUT Calculator

43) In this example, press [F1] to start the calculator

The Calculation Selection Menu appears.
44) Use [w] or [x] to highlight CENTER or FACE method, then
[ENTER] to select.
In this example select MSR TO FACE.

The Calculation Box appears

45) With the cursor in DBH type in 40.6 and continue to
enter the angle and distance info shown in the example
to the left.  Note when the cursor leaves the Slope
Distance field the Horizontal Distance appears on the
right with the Critical Distance directly below it.  The IN

OUT determination appears in the left-most square within the calculator.

In this example the tree is determined to be OUT.

The method selected here will appear as the default method in all later calculations in both the
TREE and STEM MAP screen.  This can be changed at any time.
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Note:  You do not have to enter all the tree information on the tree screen
before going to the other screens containing log grades, loss indicators,
damage agents, etc.

46) Press [ESC]ape to leave the
calculator.

The Tree Screen now shows the ”OUT’
flag has replaced the number.

Note:  The tree number still remains 4, and the tree would be marked as such for audit purposes.  The
IN/OUT calculations are stored and appear in plot printouts and if you go back into the calculator when
in the DBH field.  These same calculations are done in the stem map screen (to be discussed later in
the tutorial).

47) To begin tree 5 press [x] arrow.

48) See if you can enter all the
information in the Tree Screen
for tree #5 as shown here.

Remember, use [DEL] for ’  in BK% (or ’  on the HP)

49) Press [x] for next tree, tree #6
50) Enter the information shown for tree 6 as shown
in the example below.

This ends entering info into the tree screen.

On the next page we will continue to enter the remaining information on these trees .

IN/OUT tree calculator:
• Trees designated as OUT remain in the handheld for audit

purposes, but are not included in the MoF electronic file.
This treatment is the same as drawing a line through an
OUT tree on the plot card.

• Measurement Data is stored and appears on plot printouts.
• IN/OUT calculations are automatically done in the Stem Map

screen.
• The Default Measure to Face versus Center is set the first

time you select MEAS or FACE method.
• You can do an IN/OUT tree calculation without attaching the

measurements to a tree via the TOOLS key “  Borderline.
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Navigating to other screens:
From the Tree Screen there are 2 methods for navigating to the other data areas:

1. Menu system “  Press [ESC] to pop the GOTO MENU
2. PGDN and PGUP “  Press PGDN or PGUP to cycle through the

data areas and screens.

GOTO MENU
The GOTO MENU shows all the
screens and data areas for trees.
There is one other important
menu selection to be aware of “
SITE TREE.  This is where you
will create site trees and find Site
Tree TOOLS like a leading
species calculator and Random
Numbers.

Select Data Area either:
• using arrows and [ENTER],

or
• press the assigned number

key

q Log Screen

1) In the Tree Screen press [F3] TOOLS
2) Select FIRST or the number 6 from the TOOLS
menu

The Tree Screen appears with Tree 1 at the top of the
list (and within the log edit box).
We will first begin by entering log information for tree #1.

3) Go to the GOTO MENU by pressing [ESC]ape

What to expect - You will:
• Enter logs, Damage Agent and Loss Indicator data on 5 trees in

the IPC plot
• Enter Wildlife and Broken top info on the same 5 trees
• Navigate between screens
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Note: The data areas only
will apply to the Tree that
appears in the TREE box in
the tree screen when you
pressed the GOTO [ESC]
key.   For example, in the
graphic to the right the tree in
the box, TREE 3 is the tree
that Log Data will be entered
when you access the LOGS
screen via the GOTO Menu.

Log Grades

4) Press 2 to go to LOGS

The screen on the right appears:  Note the data
from tree 1 appears on the top line.  There are 3
other areas of data that can be seen at the same
time: 1)Damage Agents, 2)Loss Indicators and,
3) Log Grades.

The cursor starts in Log 1.
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Figure: combination Log Grade, Damage Agent, Loss Indicator Screen

To jump cursor
between data areas
press [ESC] and use
GOTO menu

Damage Codes
“  maximum of 8

Tree measurements
Are viewable only

Loss Indicators and
Grades - to enter or
view more scroll down

 3 FD  LS  54.0 33.0m CC:D10 BT: / 
DMG CODE  A:   -   B:   -   C:   -   
          D:   -   E:   -   F:   -   
LG  G LN %S  30m   CDE   FROM + TO  FRQ      
 1  M 07 63        SCE  +00.0 + 5.0  2 
 2  H 07 86        FSK  +04.5 + 8.0  1 
 3  I 16 --      
 4  U 99 --      
 

Total log length shown
here.  Compare to tree
length in tree
measurement line
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About LOG GRADES
• You can set a Log Grade Quick key

and assign log grades to the number
pad and the Quick Key box can be set
to appear every time the cursor is in
the Grade Field

• The cursor will not go into Damage
Agents or Live Indicators unless you
use the GOTO Menu or
[PGDN]/[PGUP]

• To get a double dash for %S use
[DEL]

• 12 log maximum (scroll x to see
more)

• % Sound (Net Factor) calculator is
available when cursor is in %S

• Total Ht calculation appears to the
right of the %S label

• Jump cursor directly to a particular log
with the JUMP [F2] key instead of
using arrow keys

• Other than Quick Keys there is no help
for Log Grades “  no code descriptions

5) Enter the log information for log 1 as
shown in the example.

6) The cursor circles the log.  In order to
create a new log press [x]

7) Enter the log information for logs 2
through 4 as shown.

Remember to use the [DEL] key for a
double dash �  in %S

8) [x] to create log 5
9) Enter log 5 info and you are finished

with the log info on this tree.

q Damage Agents

1) Press [ESC]ape (GOTO menu)
2) Select Damage Agents - 3

The same Log Screen  appears only this time the
cursor is in the Damage Agent area.  A pop up
quick key box can be set by you to appear to
assist in making quick code entries via the
number pad.  This double lined box appears on
the far right.
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About DAMAGE AGENT SCREEN
• Like the LOGS screen the cursor only moves within the DMG AGT area
• Maximum of 8 Damage Agent codes and severity codes.
• To see a HELP code list press [F1] when cursor is in DMG AGT.
• Use either the quick keys or the alpha keys to enter codes

3) To see the Damage Agent Code List press [F1] HELP

4) Press [ESC]ape (or [F1]) to return to
Damage Agents

5) Press the quick key 7 to insert an O code.

6) [ENTER] to move the cursor to create a
second code B: DMG AGT.

7) Press 9 to insert a DR code (or  type DR).

Do not enter a severity code for this.

That is all there is too it!

HELP List
You can scroll this list to
see all available codes.
To select a code you
would highlight, then
[ENTER] .  The code is
then inserted
automatically.
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q Loss Indicators

There are two ways to proceed to the Loss Indicators:
• [ESC] “  the GOTO menu
• [PGDN]

With the cursor in Damage Agents -
6) Press [PGDN]  ([F9] for the HP)

The cursor ”jumps’ to the next data area in sequence, which is Loss Indicators.

The cursor appears in the CDE field.
A Quick Key box may appear on the left.

7) Press 8 for FRK (or type FRK) to insert code.

8) Type the FROM and TO and FRQ  values shown below.  Use the period key for decimal.

9) [x] to create next LI

Note:
Pressing the [PGDN] or [PGUP] repeatedly cycles through all the data areas
and screens on a tree in the sequence as shown in the GOTO MENU.
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About LOSS INDICATORS
• Unlimited number of loss

indicators
• You do not need to enter a TO

value if the indicator is only on one
spot

• Enter a negative value with the
neg or dash/minus key or the
[DEL] key [-].  The negative key
can be pressed either before or
after entering the value.

• You do not have to enter a + for
a placement measure value.  A
blank is assumed as a positive
value.

• Help code list is available with [F1]
when cursor is in CDE field

• If you need to Delete a Loss
Indicator you have to [SPACE]
the alpha CDE field and ENTER 0
for the number values

10) Enter the values for the remaining loss indicator, DR,  as shown below.

That finishes the Loss Indicator data  for Tree #1

Next we will enter Wildlife Codes and Broken Top info for this tree
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Note
a faster way to enter Nothing is to press the [DEL]
key when the cursor is in WLU.

q Wildlife and Broken Top

1) Press [ESC]ape (GOTO menu)
2) Select 5 WILDLIFE

Remember we should be on tree #1.  If
you are not sure go to the TREE screen
and make sure the Tree that is in the edit
box is the correct tree.

The Wildlife screen is a combined one that includes cursor movement through the Broken Top data
areas.  Like the Tree Screen multiple trees can be
viewed and edited at the same time.

As a reminder you can access Help Codes for each
data item via [F1] HELP.

3) With the cursor in APR of tree 1 press [F1].

The codes appear for APR.  You can select
the desired code using the [u] or [v], then
[ENTER].

4) Select the first code 1- Live/ Healthy
with [ENTER]

5) For the following Wildlife Codes enter
CRN = 1
BRK = 1
WUD = 2
LCH = 2

6) When the cursor enters WLU (Wildlife
Use) press the [F1] Help key to see the
codes.

The Quick Key code list pops
7) Select 2 “

Nothing
and a
double
dash is
inserted.
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The cursor automatically advances to Broken Top and the Quick Key help box appears (but only
because we set the Quick Key to appear as a default).

The Broken Top area has two parts: The Broken Top Code and a Measurement.

As you can see in the example, the first
field is for coding whether the top is
not broken, or if it is broken with which
measurement you plan to make (a Diam
or Height).

8) In this example press the quick key 7
for Not Broken.

The Wildlife and Broken Top codes are
done for this tree.

For the sake of expediency let us finish entering the Wildlife and Broken Top info for all 6 trees in the
plot.

9) Enter the data for trees 2 through 6.
The data for trees 2 through 6 appear in
the example to the right.  Use the [x] and
[w] to move between trees.

Be careful of two areas in this example:
• Tree #2 has a broken top with a Diameter measurement of 6.
• Tree #4 is an OUT tree ’  You will see the work OUT appear by the tree number as you scroll.

(Remember the IN/OUT calculation we did?)  Do not enter any WL or Broken Top information for
this tree.

Now we can finish the log grades, Damage Agents, and Loss Indicators for trees 2 through 6.  It
should go much faster now that we have some experience.
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Points to be aware of:

• The TOP line of the screen shows the tree…s
basic measurements (including the tree
number).

• DEL is used whenever you need to use a dash
or a double dash.

• If you make a mistake move the cursor back
into the field and type what is correct “  ignore
what shows in the field until the cursor leaves
the field.  (sometimes the cursor obscures
changes).

• Move between data areas in two ways:
• PGDN and PGUP to quickly jump the cursor, or
• Use [ESC]ape to get the GOTO menu.
• Tree #2 has a broken top

From the Wildlife Screen press [ESC]ape (the GOTO MENU)

1) Select Tree Screen (the Tree Screen is always the default selection in this menu)

You will find yourself placed on the same tree as when you left the Wildlife screen.
Scroll to tree number 2.  (tree 2 should appear in the tree edit box)

2) Press [PGDN] to get to the Log Screen

3) Enter the tree 2 data for log grades, Damage Agents, and Loss Indicators as shown in this
example.

Now let us do the same for tree 3 “  Add log
grades, Damage Agents, and Loss Indicators.

4) Press [ESC]ape
5) At the GOTO menu [ENTER] - to get to Tree Screen
6) Scroll down to Tree 3

7) Now [PGDN] to logs
8) Enter the Log info and Damage Agent, and

Loss Indicator as shown in the example on
the right.

When done we will do the log, damage agent, and loss indicator for tree 5 (tree 4 is an OUT tree)

A:NGC/
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1) [ESC]ape to the GOTO menu
2) [ENTER] to get to Tree Screen
3) Scroll to tree #5
4) [PGDN] for log screen  (or [ESC] GOTO menu)

Remember [PGDN] is a
shortcut to advancing
between Logs, Damage
Agents and Loss Indicators.

5) Enter the data as
shown.

We will now enter data for the last tree.  This time we will use the deduction calculator and enter tree
info into the Plot notepad.

When done with Tree 5 Loss Indicators “
1) [ESC]ape
2) [ENTER] to get to Tree Screen
3) Scroll Down to the last tree (6)
4) Press [PGDN] to get to Logs Screen

5) Enter J grade, 05 LN
6) When the cursor is in %S call up the

deduction calculator with [F1] HELP

Net Factor (Deduction) Calculator

The deduction calculator appears

A more detailed and complete
description of the deduction calculator “
its benefits and limitations can be found
in the TIMVEG manual, Section IV-D
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Important Points about the Calculator

1) Does not have to be used “  option of using on a log by log basis
2) Accumulates and displays multiple deduction types and % deductions
3) Shows total NF and inserts the final answer into the %S field in the log
4) Limitations:
P Does not store or print any of the deduction measurements or values
P No edit checks or comparisons between log measurements, %

sound,  and grade
P No individual deduction measurements or values are stored, nor can

they be recalled after leaving the calculator.

Net Factor Calculator Window diagram

Menu system
q ADD a new deduct
q Edit the highlighted deduct
q Delete an individual (highlighted)

deduct
q Apply a NF value of 00 or - - and

exit the calculator
q See Butt Rot Guide table
q Exit the calculator (or press [ESC])

Log measurements
(from log window)

Net Factor Total Deduction value
(from log window)

list of deduction
types and %
deduct values
being applied
to log

Xit
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Note:
At this point more deductions could be added.  The total Net Factor of the
combined deductions is accumulated and displayed in the top line.  As
well, the individual  deductions are listed.  Individual deductions can be
deleted or edited.  Once you Escape to the Log Screen the total NF is
placed in the Log Screen, but the individual deduct data is lost.
If you want to denote any detail about deductions you can type these
notes into your plot notepad (the next topic).

Note the menu at the
bottom of the window.

7) Highlight ADD using
[v] [u], then

8) ENTER

A list of deduction types appears.

9) Scroll down and near the bottom of the
list select Volume (Cylindrical) by
highlighting, then [ENTER]

The Cylinder Volume Deduction Appears
The LOG-LEN and LOG-DIAM fields will
be filled in from the  Tree and Log screens.
These fields are editable.

10) Move the cursor with [ENTER] and
enter a DED-LEN of 2.0m and

11) DED-DIAM of 12.0cm

12) [ESC]ape to continue

The original ADD DEDUCTIONS window
appears with the current deduction listed.
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13) Press [ESC]ape to finish and return to the logs screen

Note that 96% NF is inserted into the %S
field.

Now,  finish entering the Log, Damage
Agent, and Loss Indicator data for tree 6 as
shown to the right.

PLOT NOTEPAD

Before leaving this screen you need to be reminded about the Plot NOTEPAD.  At any time on the Plot
Level you can bring up a notepad for the plot and enter info about any tree or observation “  just like a
regular notepad.  To do this, just press the [F4] “  NOTE key.

1) Press [F4]

The notepad menu appears

Notice that you don�t have to exit the plot to access the
header card notepads.  You can access any of the
header card notes from within the plot.

2) [ENTER] to select PLOT NOTES.

The Plot notepad appears.

A discussion of the notepad appears on
the following page and more
information is available in the TIMVEG manual.
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CLUSTER CARD
NOTESFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFF

 

BYE   CAN1  CAN2      CAN 3
CAN3

 Esc        F1         F2                           F3           F4

Notes for plots and header cards are accessed from a NOTES hotkey, [F4] on the Husky and a
NOTES [F9] key on the HP.  A separate notepad is available for each plot in the plot cluster. In
addition notepads called up for each of the  header cards.  Notepads allow an unlimited amount of
notes (as allowed by computer memory).  However, the notepad is a relatively simple data entry tool
“  it does not word wrap between lines.

Example of a notepad and
Function Keys for Husky FS

Autoinsert pre-defined notes:
Typing notes on the keyboard of a handheld can be a lesson in patience.  An auto insertion  (canned
notes) feature assists by giving the ability to insert predefined phrases or lines into the notepad.  The
user prewrites lines of notes using a utility that is accessed in the main menu under CONFIG.  Or, it
can be found in CONFIG in the GOTO menu when on the plot.   One line of characters can be inserted
at a time into the notepad.

Notepad Header
Lets you know which notepad you are in.

CLUSTER CARD NOTES 
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF 
 
 
 
 
 
BYE   CAN1  CAN2           CAN3 
=PICK, ESC=CANCEL) 
 
 
  
 
 

 Esc        F1         F2                           F3           F4

Highlight (black) line is editing line

[↑] [↓] = move down or up a lineCanned Notes: CAN1, CAN2, CAN3
Bring up one of 3 predefined note lists
by pressing [F1] [F2] or [F3]

Insert lines of notes from these lists
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3) Type in the following plot notes as shown in the example, below

Instead of using T for Tree you could use a shift key to create a # sign.
4) Press [ESC]ape to exit the notepad.

Now we will do the stem map.

q Stem Map Screen

From the Logs Screen you access
the Stem Map Screen either using
the [PGUP][PGDN] key of the GOTO
menu.

1) Press [ESC] to get the GOTO
Menu

2) Select STEM MAP

Some of the stem mapping has already
been done.  Info has been copied from
the Tree Screen.  If you were to do stem
mapping first this information would be
copied to the Tree Screen.

The rest of the Stem Map screen is obscured by the Quick Key Pop boxes, so to clear the box:

3) Press [ENTER] twice to move cursor
4) Now go to the first tree by scrolling up.

diagram and short explanation of the Stem Map screen “  next page
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Note: Stem mapping can be done at any time during the plot data collection process

5) ENTER to move cursor into AZIMUTH
6) type: 99 for AZM
7) [ENTER]
8) 0 for slope
9) Slope Distance 4.45 (use

decimal)

10) The HZ is calculated and
appears in the right column.  The
cursor jumps to the Species
field.  Quick Key boxes may pop,
so you should [ENTER] to advance cursor and position
it back into AZM.

11) [x] to move cursor to next tree.

12) Enter the remaining Stem map
information for the 6 trees
shown.

View & edit tree species
and DBH while entering
stem map data

Horizontal distance calculator
When the cursor moves through  the
measurement fields  the horizontal
distance is calculated based on slope%
and slope distance.

001 FDC LS  100.8M 235   0  15.50 15.50MAP           02/04 
002 FDC LS  128.8M 255  10  10.10 09.85 
                        STEM MAP 
TR# SPP LS   DBH   AZM SLP% SDIST HDIST 
OO3 CW  LS  155.5M  23  -16 10.00  9.87 
 
OO4 CW  LS  108.1M 100   0  11.10 11.10 
005 CW  LS   45.0M  44  10  15.00 14.93 
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The last part of the IPC involves assigning and creating Site Trees.

q Site Trees

An excellent, detailed description of SITE TREE and Site Tree tools exists in Section IV-C in the
TIMVEG Manual.  You may want to have this available as you proceed.

What to expect - You will:
• Create a Site Tree for Leading, Top,  and Random.
• Use Tools to assist in Site Tree Selection: Leading Species

calculator, Top Height Tree suggestion, and  Random Number
List.

• Learn about deleting a Site Tree code
• Learn about making  comments on Site Trees
• Recognize site tree codes on the Tree Screen.
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You can create a site tree or access SITE TREE tools from any screen via the GOTO menu.
For convenience, first go to the Tree Screen via the GOTO MENU
1) [ESC]
2) [ENTER]

From the Tree Screen
3) [ESC] “  GOTO Menu
4) Select SITE TREE “  8

The Site Tree Menu appears.
This menu allows you to create, edit, or delete site tree information and to access some tools that are
helpful in selecting site trees.

The site tree tools are:
• Top Height Tree Suggestion
• Leading Species Determination
• Random Numbers “  up to 20

5) ENTER to see the Site Tree Tools menu

Top Height Tree

The PLOT TOP HT TREE selection is only
going to make a suggestion as to which Tree
the computer thinks should be the TOP HT tree.

6) [ENTER] to select PLOT TOP HT TREE

The suggested Top Ht. tree is #1.
7) [ESC] to continue

The Site Tree Menu appears.
Remember, we are linked to tree #6!  Since we want
to make tree 1 the top height tree we need to find tree
1 then, come back to this menu and create the top
height tree.

Important Note: the tree appearing
for reference on the left is tree #6 in
this example.  This means that when
we were in the Tree or Stem map
screen previous to this we were
editing or viewing tree #6.
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Site Tree Measurements:
• The ”T… flag appears on the

top line.
• The middle-highlighted line

is a ”long prompt’ and
”pointer’ which is very useful
in pointing out the definition
of the field the cursor
resides in.

• Some tree information from
the tree screen appears in
the measurement box (a
bonus!)

• [ENTER] moves the cursor
around the box.

Go back to the Tree Screen
8) [ESC]ape “  GOTO Menu
9) [ENTER]
10) Scroll to Tree 1  (or use [F3] TOOLS, then 6 “  FIRST)
11) [ESC] “  GOTO Menu
12) Select SITE TREE “  8

Now we are ready to create the First tree as a Top Height Tree!

Note: Tree 1 is the reference tree on the
left.  Does this look correct?

13) Select CREATE THIS AS TLSROX

The Site Tree Code Selection List
Appears:

14) Highlight T “  TOP, then [ENTER]

The Site Tree Measurement screen
appears with the cursor in Tree #.

.

Note: Tree numbers and All Trees in Tree
Screen:
The cursor first starts in the tree number and is
the only place where a tree number can be
edited and is only to be used for 99 series
(extra) trees.
Please note that every tree on your plot
including 99 series trees must appear in the
Tree Screen, otherwise you cannot make it a
Site Tree.  This is one of the few times that the
handheld differs from field card procedures, but
this approach works well for both the auditors
and field personnel.  The computer will make
sure that the correct data is sent to the MoF
inventory database
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15) [ENTER] several times to move the cursor to LEN.  Note: the long prompt and arrow in the ”long
prompt’ bar directly in the
middle of the measure tree
box.

16) In SH (Suitable Ht.), type a N
17) Note the arrow and the long

prompt ”Suitable Height Y/N’ in
the middle of the box.

18) For BRK Thickness type 029 (29, then [ENTER] will not work)

The Measure Code field is a pop up pick list.  A pick list is denoted with by an upside down triangle in
the title bar.

19) Select CRC.

Continue to enter the
information in the sample
shown here.

A few tricky fields:
BDIAM
BRK THK
BOR HT

For programming reasons - these three fields are not assigned as numeric.  As such they have to be
entered with a leading 0, when necessary and they do not accept a decimal keystroke.  So, BOR HT
must be entered as 09 to appear as 0.9.

The other fields are numeric and require a numeric data entry procedure.  The best rule is - Be sure to
check you work as you enter your data.

The Top Ht. Tree info has now been entered and attached to Tree 1
20) Press [ESC]ape

The Site Tree Menu screen appears.
Note that a ”T– for Top Ht appears in the
Tree 1 reference to the left.

Now we will find the Leading Tree, even
though we have not done the Aux plots.

Leading Tree

1) Select SITE TREE TOOLS from the
menu.

2) Select LEADING SPP
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Leading Species Calculator
• Leading Species calculator lists the Species by total tree

count and Average Diam
• Species tree count for each plot
• The calculator can be run at any time during the

integrated plot data collection process.
• Does not select or assign the Leading tree for you “  that

is up to you.

The Leading Species Calculation
Window appears.

In this example the leading
species is BL

3) Press [ESC]ape to exit

Note, we are returned to the Site
Tree Menu.  The reference tree
on the left is tree number 1.  This
may not be the actual tree to
become the Leading Tree.  In
most cases you would have to go back to the Tree Screen, highlight the desired tree to be the Leading
Site Tree, then return to ”create’ it.  However, in this particular example tree one, which is the Top Ht
tree is coincidentally the Leading tree.  So, we can ”flag’ it as leading right now.

Select CREATE THIS AS TLSROX
Select LEADING from the list

The Site Tree Measurement Screen Appears

Note that this is the same
information that was already entered
for the Top Ht. Tree.

The T and L ”flags’ denote that this
is both a Top ht and Leading Tree.

That is all there is to flagging this as a Leading Tree.
Press [ESC]ape to return to the previous menu.
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The Tree referenced on the left, tree #1,
now displays the T and L ”flags’

Random Number

We might as well select the Random tree
using the Random Numbers TOOL.

1) Select SITE TREE TOOLS
2) then RANDOM NUMBERS

A Random number list of 20 numbers appears on the right with trees from the Tree screen appearing
on the left.

You can scroll this list to see all the trees
on the plot for reference via [x] and [w]
key.

3) Scroll the list using the down arrow
Note there are 6 trees (including an OUT
tree).

An ”[ENTER] = GOTO’ message is at the bottom of the scroll box.  This provides an easy way to find a
tree you want to make a Random tree without having to go to the TREE screen.

Using the criteria for selecting Random Site Trees,  tree #1 should be the Random Tree.

To flag #1 as the Random Tree you first need to find it and make it the tree being referenced in the
Site Tree Menu Screen.

4) [w] to highlight Tree #1., Then [ENTER]
Note that Tree #1 is the tree being
referenced in the left side of the
SITE Tree Menu

5) Select ”CREATE  THIS AS
TLSROX’

6) Select RANDOM

Note - the flags, T,L,R appear at the top of the
screen.
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Random Number Tool

• The Tree is not selected automatically.   Final selection and creation
is done manually.

• The Tool shows 20 random numbers.  Additional random numbers
21 “  100 are available via the [F3] Tools key when in the Tree
Screen.

• You can scroll the tree list when in the Random number tool
• A tree can be found in the Random number tool without having to go

to the Tree Screen

7) [ESC]ape to Site Tree Menu

Note the T,S,L flags appear on tree
#1 data to the left.

8) Press [ESC]ape and at the GOTO
MENU select Tree

You should now be on Tree 1.  Note the
TLR codes that appear next to the tree
number.  This labeling of Site Trees on
the Tree Screen convenient as a
reference.

Deleting a Site Tree Code.
Note:   if a mistake is made in creating a Site Tree or with a code
attached to a tree any of the codes can be deleted using the
REMOVE THIS AS TLSROX menu selection.

Finishing Site Tree data
Not all the site tree data is available in the field.  Site tree info can be
finished in the handheld later or better yet by using the TIMVEGPC
program in the office.

Notes or comments about Site Tree
- Can be made in the Plot NOTEPAD by pressing [F4] NOTES
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Note:
Validation does not have to be
done at the end of a plot “  it
can be done at any time.  For
example often, there are time
lags between times that
measurements are taken where
the recorder can initiate the
validation to verify the trees
done to that point in time.  The
advantage of this is that a
mistake can be caught while it is
more convenient to verify the
measurement or logic.

Note:  There is no 2nd species Site Tree in this example, since no tree meets the requirements.  You
would enter this comment into the Plot notepad.

The next step is to do an Auxiliary Plot.

Before doing an Aux plot you will have to run through the validation edits for the IPC.

q Validation “  Edit Checking

You should now be in the Tree Screen.
1) Press [Esc]ape twice

The ”Leave the Plot’ edit check box appears offering 3 alternatives:

You can leave the plot without any edits,
return to the trees, or perform an edit check
immediately.

2) Press either ”7’ or highlight CHECK,
THEN LEAVE, then [ENTER].

A validating message appears briefly and the
first edit check message appears.

What to expect - You will:
• Edit a mistake that the validation ”catches’.
• Skip or bypass validation messages
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The first message finds an error in Tree 1
(RECORD 1).

There are three action options available at
this point:

• ABORT all edit checking and Validation
on this plot

• SKIP this particular edit (and advance
to  the next edit).

• EDIT the data for this tree.

Does this message look correct?  In order to find what we entered for this tree
3) Press 7 or Select EDIT from the menu.

The Log, Damage Agent, Loss Indicator screen
appears for Tree 1.

The message is telling us that since ”O’ means
there are no Damage Agents on the tree a 2nd

Damage Agent is not valid.  This Edit screen gives
us an opportunity to determine the real situation.  Assume that there is a damage agent DR.  We will
have to do a little fiddling to get the data in the correct order to be accepted by the validation engine.
The fix involves getting rid of the O and replacing it with DR.  One way to do this in this situation is to
use the [SPACE] key on the keyboard to erase the O.  However, an easier way to overwrite the O with
DR:

4) With the cursor in DMG A: type DR  (DR is different than Blank + D + R)
5) [ENTER] to move cursor into DMG B:
6) Use the [Space key] to erase DA.

This should correct the mistake.

7) Now press [ESC]ape to continue the
validation.

8) Then select 7 ”CHECK, THEN LEAVE’.

The next validation message appears:

Note that this edit is also on Tree #1.
The message refers to the Loss Indicator TO is
0.0, which may be wrong.  Remember there is a
From and To field associated with each Loss Indicator.

We can check this further by:
8) Pressing 7 to go to the Edit Tree Screen.
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In the Loss Indicators Area we see a DR code that is located at only one point “  1.3 Meters from the
bottom.  Since there is no requirement to
enter a 1.3 in the TO field in this situation
(0.0 is valid), the edit can be bypassed.  The
computer is only asking to verify that this
situation is the correct one.

So, we can continue the validation sequence
by

9) press [ESC]ape, twice, then
10) 7 to continue checking

The same edit for the same Loss Indicator
appears.  Since we know that this is not a real
problem continue by:

11) Select 4 ”SKIP’

Tree 2 has a similar message for the 3rd

Loss Indicator.  You can check this out if you
like, but again, this is a case where a Loss
Indicator BTP is indeed located on just one
spot on the stem.  So bypass this edit by:

12) Press 4 to SKIP

Note:  Edits are not performed on OUT or
DELETED trees.

The next edit is for Tree #6.  Again this is
Loss Indicator TO field related.

Tree 6 has a DR LI that is also located on
one stem point.  This edit can be bypassed.
Continue the validation process with

13) 4 - SKIP
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This validation for tree 6 says that the
total tree length does not equal the sum
of the log lengths.

The truth is the sum of the log lengths is
24 meters and the total length is 23.2.
This is close enough to be acceptable.

You can check this if you like by
selecting EDIT to view the situation.
But, then you must pass through the
same edit checks again to leave the
validation process.

But, for now

14) Press 4 to SKIP.

A ”Validation Complete’ Message appears

We have successfully passed all the edits
for the IPC plot.  Those edits that still exist
are really acceptable ones.  Again, the
computer is checking for possibilities, but
only you know if they are valid or not so
they can be bypassed.  The important
point is the surveyor does verification.

We have now finished entering data for the IPC plot.
15) Continue by pressing [ENTER]

In this example the North and South Aux plots have been determined to be out of the Polygon.
So, we will start by entering data in for the East Aux Plot
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D. Aux Plot “  data entry

q East Plot

Plot description:
In the case of the East plot we find that there are no trees on the plot.  In addition the East Plot falls on
a polygon border and must be split.

Plot Header

From the Plot Selection Menu
1) select PLOT LOCATION

We can now fill out the header
for this split plot.

The cursor starts in the IPC Plot Size
field.

2) Move the cursor into the East Plot
Size field by [ENTER] several times.

3) When the Plot size selection box
pops use arrow keys to select HALF, then [ENTER] to select.

4) The Plot Type selection box appears.
Select BDRY.

5) In the Split Azimuth field type 236.

6) In the PIN AZM you can type a 0.

The Plot Header is done.

7) Press [ESC]ape to leave the screen.

Note: Plot Size was selected when the IPC was done.  There is no need to do it again.

What to expect - You will:
• Create a X ”Other’ Site Tree and create a 99 series number.
• Split a plot “  fill out the plot header correctly.
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With this finished, from the CLUSTER PLOTS menu

1) select EAST

Out of Plot Site Tree

There are no trees on this plot.  But, we
have a rule that all trees you plan to put on a field card must be in the tree screen.  This applies to this
example, where you need to create an ”out-of-plot Other’ tree.  You must create the following tree in
the tree screen, then make it a Site Tree.

Note: When the tree screen appears you may have to
move the cursor to the Species Code field to ensure
you don�t forget this code.

2) Enter the example info in the Tree
Screen:

Remember, since this is an Aux plot you
do not need to enter BK%, LEN, etc.  In
fact, you should not enter this into the
handheld or you will have to delete this
extra info using the [Space] key.

Now create a Site Tree

3) [ESC]ape to the GOTO menu
4) Select 8 “  SITE TREE
5) Select CREATE  THIS AS TSLROX

6) Select X
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The Site Tree Screen Appears.
Note the X code at the top of the screen.

9) Edit the tree number to 99

10) Type BA for species code and select
the Dominant code for CC

11) See if you can enter in the remaining
information to match the example.

Note:  It would be a good idea at some point to press [F4] the notes key to document in plot notes that
this is a Boundary Plot with no trees.

12) [ESC]ape 3 times and run the validation.

Note: there is an edit for the office bored ht. age.   Since this will be done in the office
13) Press 4 “  SKIP

14) When the Validation Complete message appears press [ENTER] to continue

That finishes the East Aux plot

Now we will start the West Aux plot
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q West Aux Plot

Plot Description

The West Aux plot is a full plot with 7 trees (two of which are OUT trees).  One of the trees is a
species, SE, that has not been encountered in previous plots.

The West Plot Header has already been set in the Plot Location Screen, but if you want to take a look
you can.

1) Select WEST from the CLUSTER
PLOT menu.

Enhanced Tree

The first tree is the species SE
2) Type in SE for species by typing SE, then [ENTER] to jump cursor

This is the first occurrence of SE species,
so being an enhanced tree:

3) Fill out the following for tree 1

We might as well finish enhancing the tree.

Go to LOGS screen

via [PGDN] or by using the GOTO menu

What to expect - You will:
• Delete a tree
• Enhance a new species tree
• Select Site trees for an Aux plot
• Run Validations for the Aux plot
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4) Enter the log data as shown in the
diagram

5) Next [PGDN] or use the [ESC]
GOTO menu to enter the Damage
Agents and Loss Indicators

Using HELP for Wildlife Codes

6) Now GOTO the Wildlife and Broken top
Screen and enter the wildlife codes as
shown until you get to the WLU (Wildlife Use) field.

7) When the cursor first enters
WLU use the [F1] HELP key
to pop a help list of codes for
the first character of the field.
You can select the desired
code by pressing the
appropriate number shown in
the box, or by selecting it
from the menu.

8) Using the [⇓] or [⇑] highlight ”Marking’, then
[ENTER] to select.

9) Now Press [F1] to pop
the second WLU code of
the pair.  Select Mammal
from the list.

[F1] HELP
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 Note:  if you already know the codes you can also type the code directly into the field using the alpha
keys on the handheld.

10) Now enter the Broken Top code of “
No Broken Top

The fastest way is to press [DEL] to place
a dash in the field.

Or you can use the quick key (7).

If the ”Quick Key’ box, as shown, doesn…t appear you can access it via the [F1] key.

Now we can enter the most of the Aux plot tree data in the TREE screen.
11) GOTO Tree screen using the GOTO Menu or by [PGDN].

Note: if you use page down you will need to press [PGDN] several times.  You will pass by the Stem
Map Screen.  Don�t confuse the  Stem Map screen with the Tree Screen ’  they do look similar.  Be
sure that you are on the Tree screen, which shows the Bark %, Len, and Crown Class.

12) In the Tree Screen use the [⇓] arrow
to create Tree #2

13) Enter the tree data for trees #2 - #4

Delete a Tree

Tree #3 is determined to be out of the plot and should be deleted.

To Delete Tree #3 you will need to scroll to place Tree #3 in the editing box then go to [TOOLS] and
find the Delete Toggle.

14) [⇑] arrow to get tree #3 placed in edit box
15) Press [TOOLS] key [F3]

16) The TOOLS menu appears.
You may want to check out some of the other TOOLS at this time before proceeding.  Note that the
random number is a large table to accommodate special circumstances.

Note:  Deleting a Tree -
There is a way to delete a tree.  This function acts the same as using the IN/OUT
calculator to flag an OUT tree.  Instead of an ”OUT’ flag appearing in the tree number a
”DEL’ appears.  A DEL tree can be seen on your screen and printouts for audit purposes,
but will not be sent during the translate process to the MOF Inventory database.
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Note: the Delete Toggle is a
toggle.  You can undelete a
deleted tree.

Note: Be aware of the tree that is in the edit box when you use either TOOLS:[F3] or
GOTO:[ESC].  This tree will be the tree affected by any action done in these areas.  In the
case of selection a SITE tree the tree in the edit box will be the one that gets the site tree
measurements.

If you create the site tree measurements on the wrong tree you will have to erase the
measurements in the Site Tree Screen and remove the Site Tree Flag, then re-enter them on
the correct tree.

17) Select Delete Toggle by pressing

either ”0’ or using the menu.

In the tree screen a ”DEL’ appears where
the tree number would be.

18) Now create the remaining  trees 5 “  7, as shown in the screen below.

It is determined that tree #5 is an OUT tree.
19) Delete this tree using what you have

just learned.

The resulting tree screen should have a
DEL for both trees #3 and #5

This is the last plot for measuring trees.  Aux plots North and South are out of polygon and thus have
no data to be entered.  So, we can now check the Leading Species calculator to assist in selecting the
Leading tree for this plot.
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Note:  The Leading Species Calculator does not select the tree for you.
You have to go to the Tree Screen and place the desired tree in the Edit
Box before you can create it as a Site Tree.

Leading Species Calculator

20) Go to the Leading Species Calculator via the GOTO - [ESC] key.
21) Then Access the Leading Species Calculator via the menus: SITE TREE “  TOOLS “  LEADING

SPP

The Leading Species
Calculator gives results
as shown.

BL is the leading
species

22) Press [ENTER] or [ESC] to clear report screen
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The Site Tree Menu Appears.  Note that the
tree referenced in this screen is not the tree
that is the desired Leading site tree.

23) Press [ESC]ape again to go the TOOLS MENU.
24) Select TREE DATA to access Tree Screen

Now create a Site Tree out of tree #4.
22) Scroll until Tree #4 is in edit box.

23) Press [ESC] GOTO menu
24) Select SITE TREE
25) Select ”CREATE This as TSLROX’

26) Enter the following Site Tree Measurements.  If you have any problems refer to page 48.

Of course you can enter any plot notes at any time by pressing the NOTES key [F4].

When done,  you are done with the West Aux plot and you can begin validation by:

27) Press [ESC] three times
28) At the validation menu select  ”7, Check,THEN LEAVE’

Hopefully you will get a ”Validation
Complete’ Message.  If not you can
edit the error then [ESC] to validate
again.  Or, you can skip the validation
altogether.

Upon leaving the West Plot the Plot
MENU Appears
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E. Stump Plot

We still need to do the Stump and Small Tree Plot.

1) From the Cluster Plot Menu press [ESC]ape to access the VRI PLOT Menu

2) Select STUMP PLOT

The Stump Plot screen
consists of two screens

• Stump Plot Header
• Stump Plot Data

PageUP and PageDN moves between the screens

q Stump Header Screen
The first screen to appear is the Header.

In this particular example there are no stumps.

3) If you want to make notes about there not being any stumps press NOTES [F4] and enter add
your notes to the IPC notepad.

4) [ENTER] to move cursor to Plot Size, when
the cursor pops the menu select FULL

5) [ENTER] to move to Plot Type, then select
FULL.

Note: Even though there are no stumps you still must designate that the
Stump Plot is a FULL and NORMAL plot.
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Small Tree
Header

Species Key
Definition

Small Tree
Tally

[PGUP]
[PGDN]

Procedure
1. Complete

Header
2. Define Keys
3. Tally trees

You are done with Stumps.  If you want to peek at the Stump data screen use the [PGDN] or [PGUP]
keys

q Stump Data Screen

The cursor moves with [ENTER]
[⇑] and [⇑] to add and scroll records

[F1] Help is available for Stump Codes

[PGUP] [PGDN] To move between Stump Header and this Screen

To exit the Stump Plot, Press [ESC]ape
Select Yes when the Validate Data message appears

Change any errors that need fixing and [ESC]ape to the VRI PLOT Menu

F. Small Tree Plot

1) Select Small Tree Plot

The small Tree Plot consists of three screens that are navigated via the [PGUP] and [PGDN] key (see
diagram below).
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q Small Tree Header

The small tree Header Appears.

Comment:
As with the Stump Plot, if there are no
small trees, then the header still must be
completed by setting the Plot Size and
Plot Type toggles.

2) Set the toggles to HALF and SPLIT.

3) Press the [PGDN] key to access the Species Code Key definition Page.

On this page you must enter the species codes for all the species you want to tally.
The species codes that appear are those
that were entered from the previous
survey plot.

The codes are assigned to a key on your
keyboard.  These keys with their
associated codes are used to move the
cursor in the Tally Screen (next screen) “
sort of a  ”quick key’  function.

The only species that we will tally in this example are the BL and SE.  Having other species codes
assigned to keys is fine “  you just won…t use them.

4) Type the species codes: BL for the E key, SE for the F key and leave any other codes that appear
on the screen.  [ENTER] moves the cursor around the screen.

5) Now [PGDN] to access the tally screen.

The cursor appears under BL
and the size class is 10 to
30cm (see left column)

Note:  In the case of a split plot you only enter the trees that you count on the
ground.  Do not double or multiply your count.  Enter only your actual ground
tally count.
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¸Tally
[ENTER] to increment
[DEL] to decrement

¶Move
between size
categories with
the 8,5,2
number keys

·Move black cursor box
 to a species by either:
1) pressing the alpha key on the
keyboard
2) use arrow keys

10cm E=FD  F=AP  G=BA  H=BG  I=BN  J=CW 
to          5           4 
30cm  
     K=DR  L=EP  M=HM  N=SE  O=SX  P=PY 
5           3 
 
2    Q=YW  R=LW  S=AT  T=HW  U=SQ  V=BL 
            2 
  
 
 
                          
   
 

The diagram below demonstrates how to run the Tally Screen.

Data Entry Controls and Cursor Movement

Change size category by pressing the following number keys on the keypad:
 [8] = 10cm to 30cm
 [5] = 31cm to 1.3m
 [2] = len > 1.3 m

Note the inverse video (black box) containing the size category description moves up and down.

2 methods to move to species:
1) Quick Key method = press the alpha key on the keyboard to move black cursor box to species

desired.
2) Use up and down arrow keys to move black cursor box.

Tally process
Press [ENTER] Yes to increment
Press [Del No] to decrement
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6) Tally 3 BL trees in the 10cm to 30cm
class by pressing [ENTER] three
times.

• Note that each time [ENTER] is
pressed the tree count increments.

7) Now move to the next larger size
category by pressing the number 5 on
your keypad.

• Note the size class box in the left
column moves to the middle and
displays 31cm ’  1.3m

• and, the original 3 tally that was in the
small size category disappears (but is
still attached to the small size
category).

8) Tally 5 trees by pressing [ENTER] 5
times.

Note:  if you accidentally tally too many
trees simply press the [DEL] and the tally
number decrements.

Now we are done with BL.  Begin the tally
for SE by moving the cursor to SE.

9) Press the [⇒] right arrow key,  the
cursor moves to SE.

• The size class still remains in the 31 to
1.3 category

Note: you could also press the ”F– key to
move the cursor to SE
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10) Enter SE 2 trees in the 31 “  1.3 size
class by pressing [ENTER] twice.

Now tally 5 SE trees in the larger than 1.3
class by moving the size class marker that
shows in the left column.  Do this by:
11) Pressing the number 2 on your keyboard

• The category marker moves to the bottom
and displays  Len>1.3m

• The SE tree count ”disappears– (but
remains attached to the 31 cm class).

12) Press [ENTER] 5 times

You are done with the tally.

You can view the trees tallied by moving
between the Species and Size Classes using
arrow keys and 8,5,2 on the number pad.

Note: You can enter NOTES into your IPC
notepad at any time by pressing NOTES [F4]

13) Press [ESC]ape to exit Small Tree Tally
and answer YES to Validation to
complete the Small Tree Tally Validation.
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Leave the  VRI Plot Menu with [ESC]

Note upon exiting the data entry
program you get a confirmation
screen showing the number of trees
on each plot in the plot cluster

[ESC]ape takes you through the
screen sequence shown on the
right.
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IV. FAQ for VRI TIMVEG
Important Questions  …How do I?” ” ” ” ” ” ” ” ” ” ” ” ” ’

Can I have different fixed plot sizes than what is required by the MoF?

Yes, but the data file will not be accepted by the MoF Oracle database.  But, other programs could be
process or use it.  For VP samples, the BAF size is limited to the pick list in the handheld.  If there is a
need for other BAF sizes contact D.R. systems.

Can this program be used to collect company specific info as well as the MoF VRI data?

The TIMVEG program was designed to be as flexible as possible.  It could certainly be used to collect
data specific to an industry operation “  using codes differing from MoF VRI standards.  In fact, for
almost every item you can enter data and sampling parameters that differ from the MoF VRI
requirements.   You will get an edit check for those items that don…t conform to the standard, but all
edits are passable.  You can even create an ASCII data file in the PC for all the plot data even though
it may contain non-standard data.  This data file could then be imported into spreadsheets or other
database programs for analysis or storage.  In some cases it could even be practical to use two
handhelds on the plot at the same time using one for company specific info and the other for MoF only
data.

What do you do in the situation where there is no data in Stump Plot or Small Tree Plot?

If there are no stumps or small trees then complete the header portion. You do not need to PGDN to
go into the tally or plot detail pages.  Be sure to comment in your NOTES area that there are no
stumps, or trees.

Is there any way to Delete a tree?

Yes,  You may have a tree for some reason that should not appear on the TD card (or in the handheld
“  the Tree screen). Using paper field cards you would normally draw a line through the tree to show
that a mistake was made and go on from there.  A way to simulate this is available on the handheld.

There are two options for you if you want to delete a tree:

1) Type over the measurements you have made on the mistaken tree with the measurements of the
next tree (you cannot change the tree number though because the computer assigns numbers).

2) Use the Delete menu selection found by pressing [F3] TOOL, then select DELETE TOGGLE.
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The delete toggle places a DEL in place of the tree number.  The tree number still exists, ”underneath’
the DEL.  If you want to ”erase’ the DEL and bring back the original tree number use the [F3] TOOL
key and select DEL TOGGLE again.

Note: Delete keeps the tree available on the field plot printout for verification and reference, but a
DELeted tree will not be passed into the provincial VRI database.

An OUT tree does not have to be deleted

Another situation where Deleting a tree might be considered is when a tree is determined to be OUT in
the IN/OUT calculation that is done either in the Tree screen or the Stem map screen.   An OUT tree
does not have to be deleted!   When a tree is OUT  is determined the word OUT appears in the tree
number (the tree number is still ”underneath’ the OUT.  The handheld program retains the OUT tree in
the Tree screen and prints it out, along with IN/OUT calculations which appears in the field printout
that can be used to verify IN/OUT measurements.  However, an OUT tree will not be passed into the
provincial VRI database.  OUT and DELETED trees will be stripped out electronically before being
passed on.  If however, you notice that the IN/OUT tree calculator is not working correctly, you should
then use the DELete tree function.

How do I change my PRF or Diopter?

The PRF and/or diopter is calculated for you when you select the BAF.

Are there edit checks for log grades?

Not really, other than the grade code must be a valid code.  There is no check for grade against dbh or
dimensions.  There is a check for valid grade by individual species.

How do you enter a site tree  that is outside of the IPC prism plot and … in’ the .1HA IPC fixed
radius plot?

On plot cards you would enter data for a tree in this situation on the TS card, but you wouldn…t enter
any of the basic tree information on the TD card.  On the TS card a tree number of 99 would be
entered into the tree No. column with other trees in this category given descending numbers from 99.

In the TIMVEG handheld program you must enter the basic tree information in the Tree screen.  Then
create the tree as a site tree by using the [ESC] ’ GOTO menu.  Flag the Site Tree as a ”O– ’  other in
plot code.  When the Site/Growth information screen appears the tree number can be edited to one of
the 99 series numbers.  This tree will be coded appropriately to work with the provincial VRI database.

To recap   Creating a site tree that is outside of the IPC prism plot and ”IN’ the .1HA IPC fixed radius
plot: “

Create the tree in the Tree screen
Create this tree as a Site Tree via the GOTO menu.
Flag the tree as a ”O’ other in plot code
Edit the tree number to conform to the field procedures.
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Can I change a tree number?

The trees are numbered, sequentially, by the handheld.  You cannot change a tree number, except in
the case of ”99’ -  the special case out of plot trees.  In this situation the tree is numbered by the
computer in the tree screen and the tree number can then be edited to a 99, 98, 97� . in the site tree
area.

What is the easiest way to enter a dash or a sequence of dashes that are valid codes for some
items?

On the Husky FS/2 and 3 entering a dash is awkward due to the dash being a shifted keystroke.  In
the cases where a dash is a valid code the [DEL] key produces dashes.  In the case of the HP
Palmtop you can use either the dash key or the [DEL] key.

What do I do if I accidentally create a blank last tree in a plot?

The TIMVEG program should recognize this as a blank tree and ignore it (treat it as a deleted tree).
However, if any data was entered on this blank tree then it might trigger validation.  If you want to
eliminate this last tree you can delete it via the TOOLS[F3] “  Delete toggle menu selection.

PC Questions

The handheld doesn,t seem to be transferring data to the PC?  What could be wrong?

The most common problem is that on the PC side of the program to be sure to select the plots to
transfer first by using the SPACEBAR.  If you only press [ENTER] no transfer will take place and the
program really doesn…t tell you anything about a failed transfer.  Be sure to use the [SPACEBAR]
toggle and up and down arrows to select the plots before using [ENTER].

Can changes be made to the data in the PC …host’ program?

Yes, but you can…t change all the data in the PC program.  The TIMVEG PC program allows for
transfer, limited editing, batch validation, backup, plot and validation list printing, and translation to a
MoF database format.

The items you can change or add to are:

All plot notepads “  entering access notes on a regular keyboard might be easier than the handheld.
Some header information, like adjusted GPS coordinates.
Some of the office site tree information.

If you need to make changes to other data there are three options:
1) make the changes in the handheld and retransfer or,
2) transfer the plot from the PC to the handheld for editing, then transfer the edited version back to

the PC.
3) run the TIMVEG handheld program on the PC and make desired changes.  This eliminates the

need to transfer data files back and forth.  If you want to run the handheld program on the PC call
or email D.R. systems inc.  The email address is: ecosoft@drsystemsinc.com
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V. Index

99 series site trees
how to change tree number, 60

BAF
selecting BAF, 20

borderline calculation
from the stem map screen, 46

Borderline calculation
calculate as a stand alone function, 25

borderline calculator, 29
boundary plot

creating split boundary plots in plot header,
21

broken top, 63
broken top - screen, 36
butt rot table, 25
calculator

borderline trees, 29
IN/OUT calculation, 28
limiting distance, 28
remaining bark%, 25
tree heights, 27

Calculator
slope, 25

calculator - borderline
from the stem map screen, 46

calculator - leading species, 51, 64
calculator - multiple deductions, 40
calculator - net factor, 40
canned notes, 44
Card 1, CH Header pages, 11
Card 2 CP Header pages, 16
Card 3 Cluster Location CL Header pages, 18
damage agent screen

diagram, 32
deduction calculator, 40
delete a tree, 63

a common question, 74
Delete a tree, 25

detailed explanation, 74
discussion, 74

deleting site tree code, 53
Diopter - cannot be changed

explanation, 75
edit checking for the IPC or aux plots, 54
enhanced tree on aux plot, 61
F3 - tools key, 26
FAQ - frequently asked questions, 74
Header pages

Card 3 Cluster Location (CL), 18
CP card 2, 16

horizontal distance calculation
from the stem map screen, 46

HP Palmtop keyboard
diagram, 7

Husky FS/3
keyboard diagram, 6

important points - FAQ, 74
IN/OUT calculator

limiting distance, 28
leading site tree creation, 50
leading species calculator, 51
Leading species calculator, 64
limiting distance calculator, 28
Logs

screen, 31
loss indicators - description, 35
loss indicators screen

diagram, 32
Map

diagram, 9
net factor calculator, 40
notepad

accessing when on the plot, 43
canned notes - automated note entry, 44

Notepad
entering notes, 14

notes
plot notes - available from plot header, 22

Numbers for trees
how to change tree number, 60

out of plot site tree
how to create, 59, 75

out of polygon
filling out the plot header, 22

Photos
entering photo info in CH Header Card 1, 13

plot cluster record, 12, 20
Plot Header Pages

plot size, type, location, 19
Plot Location

creating split plots in plot header, 21
PRF - cannot be changed, 75
quick keys

how to use, 24
random tree, 52
Random tree number table
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20 random numbers, 52
remaining bark % calculator, 25
site tree - "Other" out of plot

how to create, 59
site tree - deleting, 53
site tree - leading

creating, 50
site tree - out of plot

how to create, 59
site tree - out of prism plot and in .1HA

how to create, 75
site tree - random, 52
site tree - top height creation, 48
Site Tree measurement screen, 66
site trees

creating, 47
site trees - 99 series

how to change tree number, 60
slope calculator, 25
small tree plot, 68
Split Plot

creating split plots in plot header, 21
Starting a new plot, 10
stem map screen, 45
stump plot, 67
tally small trees, 71
tools key, 26
top height site tree creation, 48
tree height calculator, 27
tree number

how to change, 76
Tree numbers

how to change tree number, 60
Tree screen, 23
validation for the IPC or aux plots, 54
Variable Plot

selecting BAF, 20
wildlife codes, 62

using help, 62
wildlife codes - screen, 36
X - other out of plot site tree, 59
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Ecosoft Forestry Data Collection Software by:

1615 Bowen Road
Nanaimo, BC  V9S 1G5
Phone: (250) 755-3041 Fax: (250) 755-2063
Email: ecosoft@drsystemsinc.com
web site for TIMVEG VRI and CMI support: www.drsystemsinc.com/vri
web site for D.R. systems inc.  www.drsystemsinc.com


